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CONGRUENCES IN NUMBER THBOBY
CHAPTER I.
AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OP CONGRUENCES.
Tha first part of this paper will deal with an historical introduc-
tion to Congruences and their place in Number Theory. The second part will
treat certain theorems on some special congruences propounded by Dr. 3us-
taf Wahlin of the Mathematics Department of the University of Illinois.
Number theory is one of the oldest branches of mathematics, for we
read in the history of Pythagoras that in number theory, he was chiefly
concerned with four different classes of problems which dealt with poly-
gonal numbers, with rational proportion, with the factors of numbers, and
with numbers in series. He used geometrical methods in treating many of
his arithmetical inquiries? In Euclid's Elements books seven, ei£ht, nine
and ten are devoted to the theory of numbers. The science of numbers as it
was called had special reference to ratio, proportion, and the theory of
numbers. In book seven the greatest common measure of two numbers, and the
least common multiple of numbers are discussed, and many theorems on prime
numbers which are found in modern text books on algebra, are given.
In the eigth and ninth book he treats of numbers in geometrical pro-
gression and proves the rule for the summation of a series of n terms,
although the proof is limited to the case where n is four. He also shows
that the number of primes is infinite and discusses the properties of odd
and even numbers. The tenth book deals with irrational magnitudes.**
Ball, A Short History of Mathematics, pp. 24-25.
Ball, Short History, pp. 59-60.
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The next early mathematician of note to add to number theory was Dio-
phantes who gives in his arithmetic such theorems as the following: the
difference of the cubes of two numbers can always be expressed as the 3um
of the cubes of two other numbers; no number of the form 4n-l can be ex-
pressed as the sum of two sauares; and no number of the form 8n-l can be
expressed as the sum of three squares.*
Nothing new was added to the theory of numbers until the seventeenth
century when Permat gave his famous theorem: If p be a prime and a prime
to p then aP" 1 -! is divisible by p. The proof of this is due to Euler.
This was the beginning to an awakening to the broadness of the field in
number theory and from this time on to the present day great strides have
been made in its development. Such men as Euler, Lagrange, Legendre,
Gauss, Jacobi, Dirichlet, Eisenstein, Henry Smith, Kummer, Dedekind, Kro-
necker, Georg Cantor, and others have been interested in Number Theory
and have contributed to its development. And yet the statement of Gauss
made in 1847 in regard to number theory still holds true: "The higher
arithmetic presents us with an inexhaustible store of interesting truths
which are not isolated, but stand in a close internal connection, and be-
tween which, as our knowledge increases, we are continually discovering
new and sometimes wholly unexpected ties. A great part of its theory de-
rives an additional charm from the peculiarity that important nropositions
with the impress of simplicity upon them are often discoverable by induc-
tion, and yet are so profound in character that we cannot find their de-
monstration until after many vain attempts; and even then, when we do
succeed, it is often by some tedious and artificial process, while the
* Ball, Short History, pp. 10S-110.
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simpler methods may long remain concealed".*
Eisenstein divided number theory into two main divisions: the theory
of congruences and the theory of forms. The theory of congruences relates
to the solution of indeterminate equations of the form
a x
n
+ a .x""
1
+ + a tx + a_ . = Py
n n-1 * * *
in which a
n ,
a n
-i» • •••» a »* a« and p are 6iven integers and x and y are
unknown numbers. The theory of forms relates to the solution of indeterm-
inate equations of the form Fix^x? ,x
m
) = ¥, in which I is a given
integral number, and F is an homogeneous function of any order, with in-
tegral coefficients. Gauss discussed both of these divisions in his Dis-
quisitiones Arithmeticae.
It is with the theory of congruences that we shall be especially in-
is so simple
terested in this paper. "The idea of a congruence A that it involves only
one of the most elementary arithmetical conceptions, that of division?
says Henry Smith in his report on number theory. If a minus b is divisible
by «, then we say that a is congruent to b with respect to the modulus a
and write
a = b
, mod m .
This notation is due to Gauss. F'rom the form of the expression and the
definition of a congruence we see that this can be written in the form of
an equation; and hence we conclude that the rules of addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, and division may with a little modification be ap-
plied. We may note also, that a congruence of the form
5 0, mod g,
where yix) is a rational integral function of x with integral coefficients
* Preface to Eisenstein ' s *Mathemati6Che Abhandlungen*, in Collected
Mathematical Papers, iv, J. S. Smith, Report on Number Theory, pp. SS-9.
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has a set of solutions, rather than a single solution. If x-a ia a solu-
tion it is evident that x=a+my is also a solution. However these solu-
tions are all congruent to each other.
Euler defined the set of numbers less than , which are incongruent
each to each with respect to the modulus m, as a complete residue system.
He called those incongruent numbers less than and prime to m a reduced
residue system. Gauss designated the number of numbers in such a system by
the function <pU). The general expression for y(m) is due to Euler.
A congruence of the form
ax t b = , mod m,
has been defined as a linear congruence. The theory of linear congruences
may be considered complete, both in the determination of roots and the
number of roots. Gauss left the solution of a set of linear congruences
incomplete but the work has been completed with the aid of determinants.
Format's theorem, which has been given, leads to a study of congru-
ences of a higher order. The theory of these is not complete. Conditions
have been given for their solution but are of little practical value.
Euler's criterion is perhaps the most practical necessary and sufficient
condition which has been given. The study of binomial congruences leads to
the study of primitive roots. Smith says that the problem of determining
the primitive roots of a prime number is one of the "cruces" of the theory
of numbers. Euler gave the first .proof of the existence of primitive feoots
but Gauss gave the first rigorous proof. Tables of indices and the laws of
quadratic residues are of great value in the study of binomial congruen-
ces. Jacobi in his Canon Arithmeticus gives tables of indices for all prim<
numbers less than one thousand.

0.
The literature on the theory of numbers is rich. The classical works
on the subject are Gauss's Disquisit iones Arithmeticae and Legendre's
The*orie des Nombres.
—

CHAPTER II.
SOME THEOREMS RELATING TO BINOMIAL CONGRUENCES.
Theorem l! If n and a are two integers relat iuely prime to p, and if
the congruence
xn 5 a, mod p,
has a solution?, then the congruence
x n = a r mod p s
has a solution for every rational integral value of s.
Assume that the congruence
x
n
= a, mod p k
has a solution for fe=l. Let A be such a solution. Then A is also relative-
ly prime to p and there exists a number b such that the congruence
nA^'h s
,
ffiod pk
P
is true. (Reid, §9, page 59)
This reduces to
A
n +-np k&4 n- 1 = a, mod D k+1 .
If we expand (/l+p kb) n we get
U+p k f>) n = A n + njo^^ 11 - 1 + + pk*V.
We know that
U+p k b) n = 4 n * np k 4 n- 1&, mod pk+1 ,
because all the terms in the expansion are divisible by p k+1 except the
first two. It follows from this that
H + p k£>) n s a, mod pk+*
* Another discussion of this theorem is found in "Bendiconti del Circolo
Matematico di Palermo*: 1897, vol. 11, page 4S. "Sulla Risoluzione
della Congruenza x =b (mod p ). Nota del Dr. Nicola Amici, in Monte-
cassino.
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MKi X~H~D *• * OUXULiAVII Ul l/UO v v, 1 • : ! UOIll/D
v n ^ mod n ^ * ^
.
Rv induofcivp reasoning it follows thi/t if fchp snnSfuon^p
3C
n 5 a mod D
hqt? a ?nl nt i nn fchen thp snn^rupncp
jc
n
= a mod n s
has a solution for every rational integral value of s.
THEnRFM 1 1 If n and a are two integers and a is rsiat iue 7 u dj* imp t n
n
has- a solution A y then the congruence
vP
D
a a mod D*1 *1
/ias a solution for arbitrary £-
Suppose that the congruences
a - a, moot p
4 p " f a mod D
n+k+1
are true for fe>l Then there exists a number h such that
P
15
-
—
sttfi E - 4P
n
- 1&, mod p.
P
Thi<? ppdni^P«s tn
/tp n +, /pn-lh nn+k 5 n mod nn+k+1
Tn h hp P7nfl nGl All OF f/4-/in^^P ^Hft nftja »» nf ^, in fVio rfon^y»«>l fi^r»mx ij v»u!3 oAfJaii&iun ui v « U jU 1 uho puwci ut p in Outs sjonct ax Uorni is
iD - 2
which reduces to
S, + Sn n , - 1
-i B-zi + fei; Henselr Zahlentheorie, chap. 6.
p - 1
But if i = a
v p
v
+ a v+1p
v+1 + ..... + a
n _ 1
pn- 1 then p° - i = (p -

B.
(o- 1 - a
v +i)0
V+1
+ + (o - 1 - a
n_ 1 )p
n
"
,
where pv is the highest
power of p in the integer i.
s n
= p(n - v) - (n - v - 1) - Si,
>
-i A
Si + Sn n * * 1 _
p - 1
Therefore the power of p in the i tn term in the above expansion is
n - v + tk - it - v + o
v
fe
>• n - v + ft + ftv
= a + ft + v(ft - 1)
p
v
= 2
V
= (l+l) v = 1 + v + ... > 1 + v.
Since ft is an integer greater than one, it must be equal to or greater
than two and hence ft - 1 - 1. Therefore
B - v +ift * n + ft + 1.
Therefore the power of d in the i th term is greater than or at least
eoual to n + ft + 1. In the last term the cower of p is ftp n which is greatei
than n + ft; from which it follows that
ftp
n % n + ft + 1.
Therefore (/I + bD k )
pR
5 + A^-hv"** , mod pn+k+1 .
But we have seen that
,D
n
. ,p
n
-l. n+k = m , n+k+1A ~ t A bp - a, mod p •
Prom this it follows that
(.4 + {jp
k
)
p0 5 a
'
ffi0d on+k+1
and x = (A + bp k )
is a solution of the congruence
vp
n
- n mnA n+k + 1
- a, mod o
where A is a solution of the congruence

x
p
= a, mod p
n + lc
.
By mathematical induction it follows that the congruence
D
n n+i+l
x a, mod p
has a solution for every i >1 if it has a solution for i=l.
It is evident that the conditions of these two theorems are both
necessary and sufficient. Furthermore, the nature of the proof is such
that it furnishes a method for the computation of a solution of the con-
gruence x n s a, mod pk+1 ,in the first case, and of x
pn
= a, mod p
n+k+1
in the second case, when the solutions are known for the moduli pk and
p
n+k
respectively.
The results of these two theorems can be expressed by the following
recursive formulae:
Case I (Theorem I).
Let A^ be a solution of the congruence
x
n
= a, mod p k ,
and ^+1 be a solution of the congruence
x
n
- a, mod p
k+ *
Then 4k+1 5 & k + ^-=-^- , mod p
k+1
nA k
~
smce n and A are relatively prime to p.'
Case II (Theorem II).
Let 4k+1 be a solution of
***S a
, mod pn+k+1 , fe>i,
and 4 k a solution of
§ a, mod pn+k ,
k
These two recursive formulae are of the same form in a, A k and the expo-
Then 4 k+1 s 4fc +.4 rUE ffi0d p*+1 .pi"
V
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nent. Furthermore, »e observe that if
= d, mod pk+l
then o = d + ffp
k + 1
_n n
and Cp = dP +
In the same way as above it can be shown that all the terms following
cr are divisible by p and henoe all numbers given by these formulae
are solutions.
Theorem III. The necessary and sufficient condition that the congru-
ence x
n
= a
,
mod m
shall have a solution is that
a 1 a l t mod p^; (<i=l f 2 r ...,r)
where n and a are relatively prime to m; where m=D* t.,p«.?..... . . . p*r; and
where 6
4
is the greatest common divisor of n and p^-1,
Prom Euler's criterion we know that the congruence
x
n
= a, mod p ±
has a solution 4^ when an^ only when
a 1 =1, mod c? i .
If the congruence x
n
= a, mod m
has a solution then = a, mod p.
also has a solution and therefore
Pi-l
^ ? L mod p..
i
Therefore the condition is necessary. Conversely if
a 5i s lf ffi0d Pi for i=l,2 , r,
then the congruence xn = a, mod Pj^ ( i = 1, 2, ; . . , r)
has a solution. By theorem I we know that the congruence
x
n s a, mod p^i
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has a solution. If we denote this solution by A± and let be a rational
integer such that
04 0, mod pf.1 f or ,/f i
and Ci S 1, mod p*i
then A = v c^ili
i=l
is an integer such that A - 4 it mod p?i
Prom this it follows that A
n
a , mod P* 1 * (£ =
This says that 4
n
-a is divisible by p* 1 , p**, • . d*** and therefore it
must be divisible by nz.
4
n = a. mod jr.
Hence the given condition is sufficient.
xP
n
5 a , mod Dn+k+l
L> fill l* LllCr {sUfltZ,! U& ftOo
a 15
** 1 5 2, rood p
n+1
shall have a solution* t
Suppose x
pn
5 a, mod p
n+k+1 (i)
has a solution. 3y a previous theorem we have seen that the necessary and
sufficient condition for (1) to have a solution is that
*
pR
= a,
'
mod pn+£ (2)
shall have a solution. If we raise both sides of equation (2) to the
(p-l)k" power we get
p
n (p-l) p-l n+2
* = a , mod P
But <p(Pn+1 ) = Pn (p-l).
p
n (p-l)
_
n+1
Hence x = % t ffl0a p [F&rmat's theoremj
and hence a 9
' 1
* 1, mod p
n+1
.
—

Therefore a necessary condition is that
a?" 1 l 1, mod
shall have a solution.
9/ v;-^>
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